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Lessons Learned with New and Proven 
“Sustainable” Mechanical Systems



Learning Objectives

 New system applications to achieve higher energy efficiency.

 When to apply new technologies and how the owner should 
make the decision on the type of system to apply to their 
building.

 Making a decision on system application: Show Decision 
Matrix Example to show a variety of options and pros & cons 
for deciding on the right system for a given building.



Energy Recovery Technologies



Energy Recovery Technologies
Glycol Run-Around Energy Recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Run around systems are the most flexible to allow exhaust and supply air tunnels to be located in different areas due to hazardous exhaust needing to be in a shaft until the roof, or simply because air handling is chosen to be on a given floor when exhaust is at the roof.- Lowest energy recovery available among energy recovery options.- In paired or manifolded exhaust sections, install isolation dampers upstream of filters, pumps, and/or spray nozzles to allow for servicing and replacement of components.- During construction, create a plan for decontamination or hazard mitigation for entering the exhaust section of the energy recovery unit.  - If energy recovery is value engineered out of the project, see if piping risers can be installed for future energy recovery.
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Energy Recovery Technologies
Sensible/Enthalpy Wheels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Application is good for when air streams are adjacent to each other (RTU’s) and when the exhaust air stream is relatively clean (no lab exhaust).- Outside air intake ducting and relief air ducting should be similar pressure drop to avoid excessive air transfer through the wheel.- If recirculation of humidity is concern, consider alternative method.
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Energy Recovery Technologies
Heat Pipe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Application is good for when air streams are adjacent to each other (RTU’s), however is better for hazardous exhaust since air tunnels are separate and sealed.- Install bypass damper on supply air section or tilt control for temperature control.- Amount of refrigerant in the tubes may cause a loss of a LEED point.



Energy Recovery Technologies
Air-Air Plate Heat Exchanger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Application is good for when air streams are adjacent to each other (RTU’s), however is better for hazardous exhaust since air tunnels are separate and sealed.- Requires bypass dampers to prevent frosting of coils in winter conditions.- High pressure drop is common.- Ensure good filtration as the heat exchangers are very difficult to clean.



Energy Recovery Technologies
Air-Air Plate Heat Exchanger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Application is good for when air streams are adjacent to each other (RTU’s), however is better for hazardous exhaust since air tunnels are separate and sealed.- Requires bypass dampers to prevent frosting of coils in winter conditions.- High pressure drop is common.- Ensure good filtration as the heat exchangers are very difficult to clean.



Energy Recovery Technologies
Intelligent High Efficiency Run Around
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Highest energy recovery available.- If installed as a “single coil” application, one coil performs recovery, heating and cooling.  This reduces air handler length by 12-15 feet.  This eliminates up to 1.2 inches of pressure drop.  All energy exchange occurs at the pump skid with heat exchangers connected to heating and cooling water systems.- High first cost, but typically pays back quickly.- Performance guarantee.    - Establish a service agreement or SPO with vendor, as repairs generally have a short payback and the need to get the system back online immediately.



Evaporative Cooling Technologies



Evaporative Cooling Technologies
Glass/Cell Deck Media (Swamp Cooler)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conventional media- The sump pumps for ponds are as good as the stainless-steel model without the cost.- Have a replacement plan and budget for new evaporative pads, they will typically pay for themselves in the same year.  We budget around 50k per year with a 5-7-year replacement cycle.  Worth the cost at chilled water at Anschutz metered at the building currently costs $0.225/Tn-hr.  Water from Aurora Water metered at the building using for evaporative currently costs $0.013/Tn-hr.- Don’t use chemicals to treat your water.  Use valves and sensors to bleed off high conductivity water, verify your daily pad dry outs, completely wetted when is use, and weekly sump drains are fully functional.- The AHU should have enough room and be constructed to mitigate water carryover before and after the evaporative section.  Every system carries over.  Watch out for penthouse units that transition downward immediately after the evaporative section.- For fitness buildings and areas, recommend mechanical cooling.  We have too many issues with customers complaints about overheating. We have had to add supplemental fans and dehumidifiers.- In exhaust applications, pipe drains to a dedicated location and not the janitor’s sink. Use for only means of cooling is cautioned, due to monsoon seasons.



Evaporative Cooling Technologies
Fog System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fog and Ultrasonic Systems- Good turn down control based on the various staging options.- Need long straight run of duct/AHU to absorb moisture – best not put it in medium pressure ductwork.- Use moisture eliminator at the end of the straight run.   Use drains on both sides of moisture eliminator.  Don’t trust it will remove all moisture on upstream side – some will carry over.- RO water works well, domestic water may need to be softened and will require inspection downstream of the wands to make sure that excessive salt buildup is not creating additional corrosion.- Consider using pre-manufactured section and instead of built in place.



Evaporative Cooling Technologies
Ultrasonic Humidifier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fog and Ultrasonic Systems- Good turn down control based on the various staging options.- Need long straight run of duct/AHU to absorb moisture – best not put it in medium pressure ductwork.- Use moisture eliminator at the end of the straight run.   Use drains on both sides of moisture eliminator.  Don’t trust it will remove all moisture on upstream side – some will carry over.- RO water works well, domestic water may need to be softened and will require inspection downstream of the wands to make sure that excessive salt buildup is not creating additional corrosion.- Consider using pre-manufactured section and instead of built in place.



Heat Exchangers



Flooded Heat Exchangers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flooded heat exchangers- Efficiencies are gained by using high pressure steam versus low pressure steam.- Pre-determine sequence of operation, required isolation/start-up valves and sensors.   - Determine operation on recovery from a cold start and when the systems operates on generator. - Equipment can require a high minimum flow rate, example 20% of total water flow, and will require a bypass and metering.  - Difficult to operate in hand and heat exchanger repair may require the factory.- On a project we had to ship the heat exchangers back to factory three time before they changed the design from a straight tube to a u-tube



Flooded Heat Exchangers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flooded heat exchangers- Efficiencies are gained by using high pressure steam versus low pressure steam.- Pre-determine sequence of operation, required isolation/start-up valves and sensors.   - Determine operation on recovery from a cold start and when the systems operates on generator. - Equipment can require a high minimum flow rate, example 20% of total water flow, and will require a bypass and metering.  - Difficult to operate in hand and heat exchanger repair may require the factory.- On a project we had to ship the heat exchangers back to factory three time before they changed the design from a straight tube to a u-tube



Non-flooded Heat Exchangers



Boilers



Heating Boilers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heating boilers- The Building Automation system will now typically give only a setpoint and an enable to the boiler system.   - Fully vet the sequence with the boiler provider, as each controller has it limitations and may not match the sequence exactly.   Include how the system will alarm and how to send alarms if the system is offline.   - Determine the minimum flow requirements and how the isolation valves will be staged and how they operate based upon requiring at least one isolation valve open at all times.  For larger systems consider a secondary/primary pumping design. - Document how can you operate the boiler system manually in case of a master controller failure.- Have the vendor document and then laminate all the settings after the system has been commissioned.  You will need this information to re-program the boilers in the event of a master controller failure.- Do not use UPS power for burner controls.  Fails the boiler if no normal power- Direct Vent boilers – be careful about wind blowing out the flame when direct vent is exposed to a West Facing Louver.- Boilers manufacturers that manufacture their own controller, instead of third party controller, tend to have better interoperability, communication, and coordinated enhancements to their product line.



Variable Refrigerant Flow Systems 
(VRF)



Variable Refrigerant Flow Systems (VRF)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variable refrigerant flow systems1. Pros – Energy efficient, saves space, good for spaces that won’t change (residences, homes, etc.)2. Cons – Piping installed incorrectly can cause oil return issues and burn up compressors.  Burnt compressors can contaminate rest of piping and cause further damage.  Not flexible in such that once remodel happens and pipes move, entire system is affected and would need to be re-commissioned.- Mixing vendors and different associated specified piping systems can cause issues



Geothermal/Ground Source 
Technologies



Geothermal/Ground Source Technologies
Distributed Heat Pump System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geothermal- Understand your costs for electric versus gas.  Electric may cost 3 X that gas does which counteracts the energy savings.- With a COP of 3+, heat pumps should show much more efficiency than gas boilers, but does not save energy cost with price of gas being so low.- Try and Offset the electric costs with PV or wind renewable energy – which is the primary step towards Net Zero.- Understand limitations of equipment:- heat pump chiller/boiler = max heating water temperature of 130-140 degrees.  Need    to upsize all coils and baseboard heaters.- DX coils & Heat pumps at AHU’s – understand lowest mixed air temperature the system can tolerate.



Geothermal/Ground Source Technologies
Six Pipe Heat Pump System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geothermal- Understand your costs for electric versus gas.  Electric may cost 3 X that gas does which counteracts the energy savings.- With a COP of 3+, heat pumps should show much more efficiency than gas boilers, but does not save energy cost with price of gas being so low.- Try and Offset the electric costs with PV or wind renewable energy – which is the primary step towards Net Zero.- Understand limitations of equipment:- heat pump chiller/boiler = max heating water temperature of 130-140 degrees.  Need    to upsize all coils and baseboard heaters.- DX coils & Heat pumps at AHU’s – understand lowest mixed air temperature the system can tolerate.



Lighting Controls



Lighting Controls
Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting controls- Occupancy sensors need to be mocked-up and have a coordination drawing to keep the sensors 6’ from air vents, away from ceiling tiles with sprinkler heads, and not viewing outside of open door.- Specify a system that communicates directly to the occupancy sensors and all other connected inputs and outputs.  An example is the changes to the sensitivity for passive infrared or ultrasonic can be adjusted through the system software for off, low, medium, and high without using a ladder. - When all of the inputs and outputs communicate directly to the software, then enhancements, calibration, firmware, and bug fixes are easier to manage.- In design, request a coordination drawing for the HVAC and lighting zones for demand ventilation or ACH reduction.      - Use occupancy sensors, as vacancy sensors, for demand ventilation and not light switch status.- Control the emergency lights and allow for dimming with non-emergency lights.   Will require an input from the fire alarm system to turn on all the emergency lighting.- Fume Hood spaces should be cautioned.- With 9 of 30 buildings with lighting controls, we have over 16K devices to maintain, and is like an additional building automation system.   No one tells you when the lights don’t shut off.



Lighting Controls
Occupancy Sensors

Dual Technology
Uses a combination of both PIR and ultrasonic to detect both major and minor motion in 
a space.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting controls- Occupancy sensors need to be mocked-up and have a coordination drawing to keep the sensors 6’ from air vents, away from ceiling tiles with sprinkler heads, and not viewing outside of open door.- Specify a system that communicates directly to the occupancy sensors and all other connected inputs and outputs.  An example is the changes to the sensitivity for passive infrared or ultrasonic can be adjusted through the system software for off, low, medium, and high without using a ladder. - When all of the inputs and outputs communicate directly to the software, then enhancements, calibration, firmware, and bug fixes are easier to manage.- In design, request a coordination drawing for the HVAC and lighting zones for demand ventilation or ACH reduction.      - Use occupancy sensors, as vacancy sensors, for demand ventilation and not light switch status.- Control the emergency lights and allow for dimming with non-emergency lights.   Will require an input from the fire alarm system to turn on all the emergency lighting.- Fume Hood spaces should be cautioned.- With 9 of 30 buildings with lighting controls, we have over 16K devices to maintain, and is like an additional building automation system.   No one tells you when the lights don’t shut off.



Lighting Controls
Planning/Coordination
 Coordinate the location of the components on the shop drawings using the reflected ceiling plans.

 Do not use excessive amount of switch types, keep switches the same type from lab to office. 

 Mechanical and electrical engineers working together to produce a coordination drawing.

This:                                                                            Not this:       

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting controls- Occupancy sensors need to be mocked-up and have a coordination drawing to keep the sensors 6’ from air vents, away from ceiling tiles with sprinkler heads, and not viewing outside of open door.- Specify a system that communicates directly to the occupancy sensors and all other connected inputs and outputs.  An example is the changes to the sensitivity for passive infrared or ultrasonic can be adjusted through the system software for off, low, medium, and high without using a ladder. - When all of the inputs and outputs communicate directly to the software, then enhancements, calibration, firmware, and bug fixes are easier to manage.- In design, request a coordination drawing for the HVAC and lighting zones for demand ventilation or ACH reduction.      - Use occupancy sensors, as vacancy sensors, for demand ventilation and not light switch status.- Control the emergency lights and allow for dimming with non-emergency lights.   Will require an input from the fire alarm system to turn on all the emergency lighting.- Fume Hood spaces should be cautioned.- With 9 of 30 buildings with lighting controls, we have over 16K devices to maintain, and is like an additional building automation system.   No one tells you when the lights don’t shut off.



Lighting Controls
Interface with HVAC Equipment
 Lighting sequence – manual on with auto off.   

 HVAC sequence – Occupancy sensors are interfaced for HVAC equipment operation.
 Occupied range - 70° to 75°
 Unoccupied range - 65° to 80° with damper and valve closed, reset open as needed.

 All of the sensors are summed as one input to the VAV.
 Input can be hardwired or through communication, such as 

BACnet.

 Use corner offices as always occupied areas.

 Use in labs to setback air change rates during unoccupied times.
 May require a flush mode or spill buttons in labs

 Provide the maintenance staff with the ability to override occupancy 
in the event of a loss of communication or problem.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting controls- Occupancy sensors need to be mocked-up and have a coordination drawing to keep the sensors 6’ from air vents, away from ceiling tiles with sprinkler heads, and not viewing outside of open door.- Specify a system that communicates directly to the occupancy sensors and all other connected inputs and outputs.  An example is the changes to the sensitivity for passive infrared or ultrasonic can be adjusted through the system software for off, low, medium, and high without using a ladder. - When all of the inputs and outputs communicate directly to the software, then enhancements, calibration, firmware, and bug fixes are easier to manage.- In design, request a coordination drawing for the HVAC and lighting zones for demand ventilation or ACH reduction.      - Use occupancy sensors, as vacancy sensors, for demand ventilation and not light switch status.- Control the emergency lights and allow for dimming with non-emergency lights.   Will require an input from the fire alarm system to turn on all the emergency lighting.- Fume Hood spaces should be cautioned.- With 9 of 30 buildings with lighting controls, we have over 16K devices to maintain, and is like an additional building automation system.   No one tells you when the lights don’t shut off.



Chilled Beams



Chilled Beams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chilled beams1. Pro’s – Saves air system as it only requires ventilation air, so at least a 50% savings in AHU’s & Ductwork = Energy Savings.2. Con’s – Needs a separate chilled water system in order to keep chilled water temperature above dew point.  1st Cost premium is difficult to prove out on budget driven jobs.  Latent Load cannot be accommodated, therefore not a good application for high density occupant spaces.



Sun Shading Technologies



Sun Shading Technologies
Motorized External Solar Shades

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solar shades- System needs to be part of the mechanical drawings and not part of the architectural drawings.    - Vet the equipment provider for customer references, onsite service and repairs, and replacement part product availability.- Add to systems to be commissioned, we had a system operating for 6 months before realizing dampers where operating backwards.- Need enterprise, network communication to the controller.   Had to install a USB anywhere to get remote access to the controls. - Integrate with HVAC system for temperature control to call for heating.



Sun Shading Technologies
Electrochromic Glass

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider electrochromatic glass. (Sean has a good photo and story about this)



How do you decide?



Systems Decision Matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show decision matrix example- If it is new to you, then get references, see typical installations, talk to other owners.



Systems Decision Matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show decision matrix example- If it is new to you, then get references, see typical installations, talk to other owners.



Questions?
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